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Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays to everyone as we wrap up a peculiar year. I appreciate all the feedback
on the CORE and always welcome observations to enhance the note. It’s tough to thread the needle when this
audience ranges from hedge fund managers to stock market neophytes, but I try to inform and entertain. I’ll
be in the office all next week, but will not publish a note. Reach out if you need anything. Thanks for reading
and enjoy your time with family and friends, as best you can.
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade near the flatline as we await economic data on this holiday
shortened week. Initial jobless claims are out at 8:30am. The estimate is expected to hold near the 885k level
from last week. Michigan Consumer Sentiment reading is due at 10am ET. Crude inventories are released at
10:30am ET. Trump is threatening to veto the stimulus deal unless direct payments are increased to $2,000
from $600 and removal of other unrelated items. Pfizer reached a second agreement to supply the US govt.
with an additional 100 million doses of its vaccine. Don’t expect to hear this, as only negative news sells
these days. The UK and EU continue negotiations in Brussels. They’ve had nine months to figure it out, so I
wouldn’t expect a deal today. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +5.10, 10-Yr Yield: 0.92%.
CORE Headlines:
 President Donald Trump threatened on Tuesday to not sign an $892 billion coronavirus relief bill that
includes desperately needed money for individual Americans, saying it should be amended to increase
the amount in the stimulus checks.-Reuters
 Furious truck drivers scuffled with police and sounded their horns in protest around the English port
of Dover as a partial blockade by France designed to contain a highly infectious coronavirus variant
has stranded thousands before Christmas.-Reuters
 Silicon Valley billionaire Elon Musk said on Tuesday he reached out to Apple Chief Executive Officer
Tim Cook "during the darkest days of the Model 3 program" to discuss the possibility of the iPhone
maker acquiring Tesla for a tenth of its current value.-Reuters
 Based on population changes NY, IL, and CA will lose one congressional seat each and FL and TX will
gain multiple seats (starting in the 2022 election).-WSJ
 Amazon workers nearing deal to form union at Alabama warehouse.-NYT (Bezos can’t be happy)
 Apple is removing thousands of games from China app store amid government pressure.-WSJ (How
about those ESG issues, Tim Cook?)
 A wave of attempted fraud is hitting state unemployment benefits programs struggling to process
record-high claims from layoffs during the pandemic, with losses said to be in the billions in states
such as California, Louisiana, Illinois, Maryland, and others.-WSJ (Inefficient government? I’m
shocked! It’s not their money, so who really cares?)
 The FBI found that Iran is responsible for an online effort to incite violence against FBI director Chris
Wray and federal and state officials who pushed back on election-fraud claims advanced by Trump.WSJ
 CA governor Gavin Newsom named California secretary of state Alex Padilla to fill the Senate seat that
will be vacated by newly elected US vice president Kamala Harris, making Padilla the state’s first-ever
Latino senator.-WSJ
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Chief Jeff Bezos “still runs the e-commerce giant with the drive of a startup trying to survive, but that
strand of its corporate DNA is becoming a liability, as its tactics to dominate nearly every market
make it a target for antitrust enforcers and politicians.”-WSJ
Former NJ governor Chris Christie could challenge Donald Trump in 2024, setting up a possible
contest reminiscent of the 2016 presidential race should both men decide to run again.-USA (It’s like
when NFL head coaches getting recycled.)
The nation’s large drugstore and grocery chains are rushing to hire tens of thousands of pharmacists
and pharmacy technicians to administer Covid-19 vaccines to the masses next year.-WSJ
Joe Biden referred to the new stimulus measure as a “down payment” and vowed to enter office next
month asking lawmakers to return to the negotiating table for what he says must be another round of
economic relief.-NYT
UK prime minister Boris Johnson and European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen have
undertaken a new round of “hotline” talks as the two sides strive to agree to a Brexit trade deal by
tonight.- FT (Is Drake involved in the negotiations?)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Gartner: Top 10 strategic positions for 2021 and beyond http://gtnr.it/3nKfiZf
 Harvard Business Review: How Amazon views competition. Bookmark this to read later if you are
busy. http://bit.ly/34BJGhf
 Yahoo Finance: Jefferies’ Zervos on WFH and implications for NYC http://yhoo.it/3nJCqHr
 BBC: Why some people are always running late http://bbc.in/2WB8MZ9
 NYT: Obituary for NFL star Kevin Greene (thanks for sending Tom) http://nyti.ms/38ypkXh
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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Consumer confidence among Americans 55 and older hit the lowest level since 2016.

Households are pessimistic about business conditions.
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Americans seem to be less interested in buying a car, and fewer are making vacation plans. (Tough to make vacation
plans when we don’t have a definite timeline on vaccines for younger, healthy people.)
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Home sales eased last month but remained well above 2019 levels.

The inventory of homes for sale is now the lowest in decades.

• Total inventory:
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• Months of supply:
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• Realtor.com active listings:
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State revenues have surprised to the upside in a number of cases this year. (Was anyone else aware
of this? I had no clue.)

Source: @UpshotNYT Read full article
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Ultra-low bond yields have contributed to rising equity valuations (two charts).
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Source: BCA Research

Source: MarketDesk Research

The gap between stocks and consumer confidence keeps widening. (Who is right?)

Source: Piper Sandler

The most shorted stocks in the Russell 3000 (broad) index continue to widen their outperformance vs.
the S&P 500, punishing short-sellers. (The pain trade remains a grind higher in equities. How long
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can it last?)
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Source: Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg

The bounce in value vs. growth (relative performance) has been short-lived.
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Momentum shares are rebounding.

Cybersecurity shares continue to rally.

Source: @markets Read full article
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Brent crude is trading below $50/bbl (current support is $49.20). (We should overlay this chart with vaccine distribution
going forward.)

Source: barchart.com
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Oxford Economics expects non-US equities to outperform over the next five years.

Source: Oxford Economics

Large US clothing retailers’ sales relative to 2019: (TJ Maxx is +9% YTD. Macy’s is -40% YTD.)

Source: @BloombergQuint Read full article
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Watching sports less frequently:

Source: @AlexMSilverman, @MorningConsult Read full article

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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